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Abstract 
Limit relations between classical continuous (Jacobi, Laguerre, Hermite) and discrete (Charlier, Meixner, Kravchuk, 
Hahn) orthogonal polynomials are well known and can be described by relations of type l im;~ P~(x; 2) = Qn(X). Deeper 
information on these limiting processes can be obtained from the expansion P,(x; 2)= oo ~-]k=0 Rk(x; n)/2 . In this paper 
a method for the recursive computation of coefficients Rk(x; n) is designed being the main tool the consideration of a 
closely related connection problem which can be solved, also recurrently, by using an algorithm recently developed by 
the authors. (~ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
A MS classification." 33C25 
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At the lowest level of the Askey tableau [1, 6] of hypergeometric polynomials, one can find the 
so-called classical continuous (Jacobi, Laguerre, Hermite) and discrete (Charlier, Meixner, Kravchuk, 
Hahn) orthogonal polynomials which can be written in terms of certain pFq hypergeometric functions. 
An interesting aspect of this tableau are the limit transitions between some of these polynomial fami- 
lies [6, 12], which are relevant in several problems appearing in Mathematical Physics and Quantum 
Mechanics uch as contractions of linear groups or asymptotics for Clebsch-Gordan coefficients (see 
e.g. [16, 17]). 
These limit transitions can be described by relations of type 
lim P,(x; 2)  = Q,(x ) ( 1 ) 
2----~ oo  
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being 2 the limiting parameter and {P,(x; 2)} and {Q,(x)} the classical families connected by the 
limit property. Of course, both polynomial families could depend on some extra parameters not 
affected by the limiting process. 
On the other hand, it turns out that in the classical situation we shall deal with here, the polynomial 
P,(x; 4) in (1) is always a rational function of 2 such that there exists an expansion of the form 
Rk(x; n) 
P,(x; 2) = ~ 2k (2) 
k=0 
Clearly, the only information provided by the limit relation (1) on the latter expansion is R0(x; n )= 
Qn(x). 
It is our main aim here to go further on computing coefficients Rk(x; n) in expansion (2). This 
can be done by considering the so-called connection problem, i.e. 
R 
P,(x; 4) = ~ Cm(n; 2)Qm(x) (3) 
m=0 
between the two classical families involved in the limit relation (1). Notice that, if the coefficients 
Sk(n; m) in the expansion 
o~ Sk(n; m) 
Cm(n; 4) = ~ ,;{k (4) 
k=O 
are known, then one obviously has 
Rk(x; n) = £ Sk(n; m)Qm(x) (5) 
m=0 
showing that coefficients Rk(x; n) can be expressed as a linear combination of polynomials belonging 
to the limit family {Q,(x)}. 
The specific set of limit relations (1) to be treated together with the corresponding connection 
problems (3) are listed in Tables 1 (continuous case) and 2 (discrete case). Notations for the 
classical continuous and discrete families are summarized in these two tables and coincide with the 
ones commonly used in the literature (see e.g. [4, 8, 9, 15]). Conceming normalization, from now 
on monic polynomials will be considered. 
Having in mind expressions (4) and (5), for computing coefficients Rk(x;n) in (2) we first use 
an algorithm, recently developed by the authors [2, 5, 13-15, 19], which provides a recurrence 
relation for the connection coefficients Cm(n; 4) in (3) allowing us to compute (also recursively) the 
coefficients Sk(n; m) in expansion (4). This algorithm can be summarized as follows. Assume that: 
(a) The polynomial P,(x;2) in (3) satisfies a difference or differential equation 
r 
~er[P.(x; 4)] := ~-~ Ai(x; n)~'P.(x; 4) = O, 
i=0 
where ~ stands for the difference (~f(x)= f(x+ 1) -  f (x))  or derivative (~f(x)= f'(x)) operator 
and the coefficients Ai(x; n) are polynomials in x of fixed degree (i.e. the degree does not depend 
on n). 
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Table 1 
Monic classical continuous orthogonal polynomials: limit transitions and related connection 
problems 
Limiting relation Related connection problem 
Jacobi: P(.a'b)(x) (a, b > - 1 ) --+ Laguerre: L~a)(x) (a > - 1 ) 
l im ( - -b ) "P2a 'b ) (1 -  "~)=L~a) (x )  
b~oo 
Gegenbauer: P2"C)(x) (c > - 1 ) ---+ Hermite: H.(x) 
(-- ~ ) n P(n°'b) (1-- 2--~ ) 
n 
= y~ C.(n, a, b)L~°)(x) 
m=O 
CF n ' 
. l im c P,; ' = H.(x) n 
c~oc =Z Cm(n, c)Hm(x) 
m=0 
Laguerre: L~a)(x) (d  > - 1 ) ~ Hermite:  H.(x) 
L~)(d ~ + dv~x) 
l im L~a2 )(d2 + dv/2x) - H.(x) (2d 2)n/2 
n 
d~oo (2d2) n/2 =E Cm(n,d)H,.(x) 
m=O 
(b) The family {Qm(x)} in (3) verifies a finite (h + 2)-term recurrence relation 
m+l 
xOm(x)= E Bm,kQk(x), 
k=m--h  
(6) 
where B,.,k are x-independent coefficients. Moreover, this Qm-family also verifies a finite structure 
relation with respect to the operator 9 ,  
m+t- -1  
p(x)~Q,n(X)= ~ Fm,kQk(x), (7) 
k=m-s - -  1 
where Fm, k are constants, s is a fixed integer and p(x) is a t-degree polynomial. 
Then, the action of the rth-order difference operator £Pr on both sides of the connection problem 
(3), gives rise to the relation: 
n 
Z Cm(n; 2)~r[Om(x)] = 0 (8) 
m=0 
which contains terms of the form xJ~iOra(X), where i runs from 0 to r and j depends upon the 
degree of the polynomial coefficients characterizing the operator 5¢r. The appropriate (and possibly 
repeated) use of properties (6) and (7) allows us to express all terms appearing in the latter sum 
as a linear combination (with constant coefficients) of the polynomials Qk(X) themselves. Thus, if 
the family {Qm(x)} satisfies (6) and (7), it is always possible to transform (8) into a relation of the 
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Table 2 
Monic classical discrete orthogonal polynomials: limit transitions and related con- 
nection problems 
Limiting relation Related connection problem 
y Hff"h)(x; N), n<.N-1, ]. 
Hahn: /. a ,b>- l ,  NCT/+. J" 
lira H. ((1-~)#'~#)(x; N)  
= K,(')(~; N- l )  
f H(."'b)(x;N), n<<.N-1,} 
Hahn: ( a,b>- l ,  NCZ +. 
lira H(,,N/('~-I)':'-I)(x; N)
= i(~:',~)(x) 
f K(°)(x;N), n<~N, ~ 
Kravchuk: [ a > - 1, N E ~+. J" 
lim K(.'I/N)(x; N) 
N~(x)  
= c(.")(x) 
f K~a)(x; N), n ~N, 
Kravchuk: / a>- l ,  NC7/+ . J 
H(~(I-~)#'~#)(x; N  
n 
=~__, C~(n, N, ~, #)K~'(x; N - l )  
m=O 
~ Meixner: M~'h)(x) (a, b > - 1 ) 
H(n N/(6-1 )';'- 1)(x; N ) 
n 
=Z Cm(n, N, 7, 3)M~""~)(x) 
m=O 
~ Charlier: C(~"l(x) (a  > - 1 ) 
KC."/N)(x; N) 
=~ Cm(n, N, q)C(~")(x) 
m=O 
Meixner: M(.a'b)(x) (a ,b>- l )  -+ Charlier: C~.a)(x) (a>- l )  
lim M~'"/("+ v) ( x ) M~""/(~'+ ~) (x ) 
t1~00 
n 
= c%)(x) =~-]~ C.,(n, ~, v)C~")(~) 
m=O 
K form: ~m=0 C,.(n; 2)Rm[Qm(x)] = 0. Here, K is a positive integer whose specific value depends on 
the operator L~ °r and also on the relations (6) and (7) (see [13]), and Rm denotes a linear operator 
with constant (x-independent) coefficients acting on the index m. Then, a simple shift of  indexes 
leads to the expression 
K 
Mm[Cm(n; ).)]Qm(x)-- 0 then Mm[Cm(n; 2)] = 0 
m=0 
(m =0, . . . ,K ) .  
Here M,. denotes a linear operator with constant coefficients acting on m. So, in this way, a linear 
system of equations atisfied by the connection coefficients is obtained. Finally, due to its particular 
structure (see [13]), from this linear system a recurrence relation (in the index m only) for the 
C,.(n; 2)-coefficients can be easily devised. 
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Clearly, polynomials involved in the seven connection problems listed in Tables 1 and 2 verify 
the above requirements (a) and (b). Moreover, for all of them, the family {Qm(x)} is classical 
(continuous or discrete) and so it also satisfies a relation of type 
Ore(x)--Em~O,n+l(x) -k Fm~Qm(x) q- Gm~Qm_l(x), 
called difference or derivative representation, which is a consequence of the orthogonality of the 
{~Qn(x)} polynomial family [7, 9]. As shown in [2, 5], the existence of this representation allows 
to develop a modification of the above-described algorithm which sometimes provides shorter ecur- 
rences. Explicit expressions of these recurrences for the seven connection problems here considered 
has been included in an appendix at the end of the manuscript. 
First consequence of those recurrences i the possibility of computing asymptotic behaviour of the 
connection coefficients with respect o the limiting parameter (2 in Eq. (1)), i.e. to give explicitly 
the number h(n,m) in the expression: 
Cm(n;2)~ Sh(,,m)(n;m) (2 ---~ ec), (9) \ z /  
where the symbol "~"  is used in the sense of Olver [10] (i.e. ~b(x) ~ ~(x) as x ~ c~ means 
limx~(c~(x)/~(x)) = 1 and (as already mentioned) coefficients Sht,,m)(n; m) defined by Eq. (4) can 
be obtained recursively. The value of numbers h(n,m) for the connection problems here considered 
are listed in Table 3. Computations involved in their obtention are rather cumbersome. They have 
been performed with the help of Mathematica symbolic language [18]. 
It is remarkable that, as Table 3 shows, the asymptotic behaviour is the same in all cases, except 
when the limit polynomial belongs to the Hermite family where a slight difference appears coming 
Table 3 
Asymptotic behaviour of connection coefficients (appearing in Tables 1 and 2) with respect 
to the corresponding limiting parameter. First column identifies the concrete problem and 
second gives the value of the number h(n, m) in Eq. (9). Notations are those of Tables 1 
and 2 and E[x] stands for the largest integer not exceeding x 
Connection Problem Number h(n,m) in Eq. (9) 
Jacobi --~ Laguerre 
Gegenbauer --~ Hermite 
Laguerre --~ Hermite 
Hahn --~ Kravchuk 
Hahn --~ Meixner 
Kravchuk --~ Charlier 
Meixner --* Charlier 
h(n,m) = E[ v - -~ ] 
0 fo rn -m=2p+ 1 
h(n,m)= E["-~ "2] fo rn -m=2p 
{ 2E[ '3~J-] + 1 fo rn -m=2p+ 1 
h(n,m)= 2E[~]  forn - m=2p 
h(n, " ,~.-m+l m)=~L 2 ] 
h(n,m)= E[~2+l 
h(n,m): E[n~2+J ]
h( n, m ) = E[-~ ~! ] 
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Table 4 
Coefficients Rffx; n) in expansion (2) for all classical continuous and discrete orthogonal 
polynomials on the left-hand side of limiting relations listed in Tables 1 and 2. In each 
case the expanding parameter (2 in Eq. (2)) corresponds to the limiting one in those 
tables, whose notations are also used 
Expansion (2) Rl(X; n) 
Jacobi 
__bin p.(a,b)(1- ~)=~Rk(x ;n )  
2]  " b k 
k=0 
Gegenbauer 
nn(c2 c2) (X) ~-~ Rk(x;n) 
C 1"  n ' = e,k  
k=O 
Laguerre 
L(d2)(d 2+ dx/-2x) =~--~ R,(x; n) 
(2d 2 )n/2 d k 
k=0 
Hahn 
H(d_:)i~,~iO (x; N ) = ~-~ Rk(;2 n ) 
k=0 
Hahn 










M ('<v/(u+v)) x pk " ( )=E Rk(x;n) 
k=0 
n(n + a.........~) [2(2n + a)L~ )I(x) 
2 
+(n-1 )(n + a-  1 )L(na_)_2(x)] 
n(n- 1 ) 
- -  [3 (2n-  1 )H._ffx) 
24 
+(n - 2)(n - 3)H,_4(x)] 
n 
6v,~[6nH,-l(x) 
+(n- I  )(n - 2)Hn-3(x)] 
n(n - N) [2n(1 _ 2ot)K~=)l(x;N_l ) 
2 
+(n-1) (n  - N + 1)~(c~- l )  
K~2(x;N-1)] 
n6(n + 7-1 ) 
2(6-1 )2 
+y 1)) (za)t ×[2(n + 6(n - .M~_l,x, 
+62(n + ?--l)(n--l)(n + 7 -- 2) 
x(3n -- 2 + 6(3n + 37 -- 5))M~°z)(X)] 
,"(21) [2C(")I(X) (") _ + ~tC._2(x)] 
vn(~-n) t2C(n~ 1(X) q- V<V)2(X)] 
from the symmetry of this classical polynomial sequence. Moreover, it is clear that limit 
lim Cm(n;2)=[ 0 if m<n, 
a-~o~ [,1 if m=n 
always holds and so one has the identity R0(x; k )= Q,(x) (see Eq. (2)), as it should be expected. 
Now, we are able to go further on computing coefficients Rk(x; n) in expansion (2) by summing 
up contributions of each Cm(n; ).)-coefficient o (1/2) k. Clearly, these contributions can be obtained 
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recursively from the recurrence relations listed in the appendix. As illustration we consider the 
simplest case, i.e. k = 1. The corresponding coefficients Rl(x; n) are given in Table 4 for all limiting 
relations here studied. 
Finally, let us remark an interesting property which Table 4 shows: Coefficients Rl(x; n) are always 
linear combinations of two polynomials belonging to the corresponding limit classical family. As it 
is well known [3, 4, 11], this means that R~(x; n) is always a quasi-orthogonal polynomial of order 
one, except in the two Hermite cases where the quasi-orthogonality s of order two. 
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Appendix. Recurrence relations for connection coefficients appearing in Tables 1 and 2 
Application of the algorithm developed in [2, 5] to the seven connection problems listed in Tables 1 
and 2 gives rise to the following recurrence relations for the corresponding connection coefficients. 
Notations are the same as in those tables and (A)k =A(A + 1). . . (A + k -  1), (A)0--1, will stand 
for the well-known Pochhammer symbol. 
Jacobi ~ Laguerre 
- Limiting parameter for relation (1): 2 = b. 
- Third-order ecurrence relation for the connection coefficients: 
- (m)3(m + a + 1)2Cm+2(n,a,b) 
- (m)z(m + a + 1)(2(1 + a) + 3m)C,.+l(n,a,b) 
+ m(-a 2 - m(1 + 4a + b + 3m) + n(1 + a + b + n))C,.(n,a,b) 
+(1 -m+n)(a+b+m+n)C, . _ l (n ,a ,b )=O (1~<m~<n). 
- Initial conditions: Cn+z(n, a, b) = Cn+l (n, a, b) = O, Cn(n, a, b) -~ 1. 
Gegenbauer ~ Hermite 
- Limiting parameter for relation (1): 2 = c. 
- Fourth-order recurrence relation for the connection coefficients: 
4(n - m q- 2)(m + n + 2c - 1 )Cm-2(n, c) 
+2(m-  1)2(2m- 1)Cm(n,c)- (m-  1)4C,,,+2(n,c)=0 (2<~m<~n + 1). 
- Initial conditions: Cn+3(n, c) = Cn+2(n, c) = Cn+l(n, c )  ---- 0, Cn(n, c) = l. 
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Laguerre ~ Hermite 
- Limiting parameter for relation (1): 2 = d. 
- Third-order ecurrence relation for the connection coefficients: 
4d2(2 - m + n)Cm_2(n,d) + 2x/2ldl(m - 1)2Cm-,(n,d) 
+x/~ldl(m - 1)3Cm+,(n,d)=O (2<~m<~n + 1). 
- Initial conditions: C,+2(n,d)=Cn+l(n,d)=O,  C (n ,d )= 1. 
Hahn ~ Kravchuk 
- Limiting parameter for relation (1): 2 = ft. 
- Third-order ecurrence relation for the connection coefficients: 
a(~ - 1)2m3(N - 2 - m)zCm+z(n,N,e, fl) + 7m(l + m)(N - 1 - m) 
x( -1  + 2~-  2m + 3~m + N - ~N)Cm+l(n,N,a, fl) 
+m{~[m(3m - 2N + 1) - n(n + 1) + fl(m - n)] + m(U - m)} 
xCm(n,N ,~, f l )+(1 -m+n)(m+n+f l )Cm_ l (n ,N ,~, f l )=O (1 ~<m~<n). 
- Initial conditions: Cn+2(n,N, ~, fl) = C,+l(n,N, ~, fi) = O, C,(n,N, ~, fl) = 1. 
Hahn ~ Meixner 
- Limiting parameter for relation (1): 2 = N. 
- Third-order ecurrence relation for the connection coefficients: 
83m3(7 + m)2Cm+z(n,N,7,8) 
+(1 - 8)82mz(y + m)( 7 + 78 + 2m + 8m)Cm+l(n,N, 7,8 ) 
+( -  1 + 8)28m(8 - 276 + 726 - m + 7m - 28m + 378m + m 2 
+28m 2- 78n - 8n 2 + mN - 8raN - nN + 8nN)Cm(n,N, 7,8) 
+(-1  +8)3(1 -m+n)( -8+78+Sm+Sn+N-SN)  
xCm_l(n,N, 7 ,8 )=O (1 ~<m~<n). 
- Initial conditions: Cn+z(n,N, 7, 8) = Cn+l(n,N, 7, 8) = O, Cn(n,N, 7, 8) = 1. 
Kravchuk ~ Charlier 
- Initial conditions: 
Limiting parameter for relation (1): 2 = N. 
Second-order recurrence relation for the connection coefficients (see [2]): 
q2m(m + 1 )Cm+, (n, N, q) + qm(m - 1 )Cm(n, N, rl) 
+N(m-n-  1)Cm_l(n,N,q)=O ( l<.m<.n) .  
C,+l(n,N,q)=O, C,(n,N, rl)= 1. 
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Meixner ~ Charlier 
- Limiting parameter for relation (1 ) :  2 ---- #. 
- Second-order recurrence relation for the connection coefficients (see [2]): 
v2m(m + 1)Cm+l(n,#, v) + vm(m - 1)Cm(n, kt, v ) 
+#(n- -m÷ l)Cm_l(n, lt, v)=O (l~<m~<n). 
- Initial conditions: C,+l(n,#,v)=O, Cm(n,#,v)= I.
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